CAMPING RULES
MADE UNDER PARAGRAPH 5.1 OF THE PROPERTY POLICY – USE OF UNIVERSITY SPACE AND FACILITIES

1. INTRODUCTION

(1) These terms and conditions may be cited as ‘The University of Melbourne Camping Rules’ (Camping Rules).

(2) The Rules apply to all persons using University premises, including students, staff, visitors and members of the public.

2. CAMPING

Unless permitted in writing by Executive Director, Business Services, a person must not:

(1) camp in or on University Land; or

(2) use or erect camping equipment on University Land except in association with an approved event.

3. CAMPING EQUIPMENT

Any person who brings camping equipment onto University Land contrary to these Rules acknowledges that:

(1) they do so at their own risk; and

(2) the University reserves the right to immediately confiscate and store that camping equipment, and deal with that camping equipment in accordance with any law, policy or rules regarding uncollected goods.

4. DEFINITIONS

camping includes:

• using any part of a building as a temporary dwelling;
• setting up or parking any structure or vehicle as a temporary dwelling. This includes tents, marquees, tarpaulins, caravans and campervans.

• setting up beds, or using blankets, swags or sleeping bags, for camping;

• setting up other furniture without approval.

Camping does not include:

• using designated accommodation areas; or

• attending approved overnight events.

and camp has the corresponding meaning.

**University Land** means all land or buildings owned, managed or controlled by the University.
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1 These rules are approved by the Executive Director Business Services in accordance with the Property Policy (MPF1115), paragraph 5.1.